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Report on the work performed during the period March l, 1983 -January 
31, 1984 for the Grant 
An Investigation of the Interaction Between Turbulence and Propagating 
Internal Gravity Waves in the Planetary Boundary Layer 
The work performed during this time can be divided in three 
parts: installation of additional mic:robarographs at the Boulder 
Atmospheric Observatory (BAO) and development of related software; 
identification of atmospheric events which may be suitable for 
detailed analysis; theoretical analy~1is of the turbulence-gravity wave 
systems. A brief summary of the work performed in each of these areas 
follows. 
a) Work performed at the BAO 
The cables and sensors have been installed to provide three 
addittonal microbarograph stations at the BAO. The new system has 
been in operation since about October·, 1983. The new data have been 
integrated into the existing data collection system. 
Software is being developed to combine the data from the 
microbarograph stations at the BAO with those of he microbarograph 
stations in the Boulder Wind Network (BWN). This arran g ment should 
increase substantially our capability to produce a climatology of 
gravity waves for this area. 
b) Identification of atmospheric events 
The following atmospheric events have been identified through a 
very preliminary screening. The meaning of one, two and three stars 
is as follows: 
set. 
*Clear wave event with continuous wave train; a complete analysis 
is precluded by rapid frequency variation or incomplete data 
**Good data for complete analysis. All instruments are working. 
***Possible examples of propagating solitary waves. 
Date of event 
10/14/83 
10/18/83 
10/23/83 
10/31/83 
11/05/83 
11 /08/83 
11 I 1 6 and 1 7 /8 3 
12/12/83 
12/13/83 
12/16/83 
12/17/83 
12/18 and 16/83 
12/20/83 
Comments 
substantial K-H activity with 3 hours 
record 
*** 
*** 
large transient wave 
* 
wave-turbulence event 
good event, but no temperature data 
large clear wave but with frequency 
change 
*** 
* 
wave-turbulence event 
** 
large amplitude nonlinear wave 
2 
3 
12/22 and 23/83 substantial wave with changing frequency 
and amplitude 
01/04/84 
01/15/84 
01/18 and 19/84 
*** 
** 
wave and turbulence event 
The analysis of some of the double starred events is just starting. 
c) Theoretical analysis 
We have made progress in two directions. We have completed an 
analytical numerical analysis of the interaction between a gravity wave and 
turbulence in the presence of a critical level using a ''1-1/2th order" 
scheme. The paper "Gravity wave turbulence interaction in the presence of 
a critical level" by F. Einaudi, J.J. Finnigan and D. Fua has been accepted 
in the Journal of Atmospheric Sciences. 
We have also made progress in our attempt to extent the rapid 
distortion theory of turbulence behavior to the case in which the 
atmosphere is statically stable and the background velocity profile is 
arbitrary. 
Report on the work performed durinp; the per1.,od March 1 , 1983 -
February 28. 1985. for the Grant No ... ATM-821J.W 
An Investigation of the Interaction Between Turbulence and Propagating 
Internal Gravity Waves in the Planetary Boundary Layer. 
A brief summary of the work done during this time follows along the 
lines of the three main objectives of the proposal: A) To establish a 
climatology of gravity waves at the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory (BAO) 
site; B) To study the detailed dynamics of wave-turbulence interactions; 
C) To develop a numerical program to study the stability of a system which 
includes a height dependent eddy viscosity and conductivity and to extend 
rapid distortion models to include the treatment of an internal gravity 
wave. 
A) On the climatology of gravity waves. 
The cables have been installed to provide three additional 
microbarographs stations at the BAO. This was done during the first year 
of the grant and the new system has been in operation Since about October, 
1983. The software has been developed with the following objectives: 
a) To transfer the gravity wave data on disk for archiving 
and plotting. 
b) To develop a scheme able to combine a beamstearing program 
for the identification of the wave parameters with a program 
designed to compute various parameters along the tower. The 
capabilities of this combined program can be summarised as 
follows: 
i) It calculates the rms values for the atmospheric pressure 
and the associated peaks, for a given pass band. 
ii) It calculates the cross-correlation coefficient, azimuth 
and speed of the wave motion. 
iii) It calculates the kinetic energy, Richardson number, 
Brunt-Vaisala frequency, wind gradient, etc. at the 
various instrumented heights along the tower. 
The program has been applied for the detailed analysis of the entire 
period from March 15, 1984 to April 15, 1984. This analysis is almost 
complete and we hope to have a manuscript ready in the next few months, by 
Bedard, Einaudi and Finnigan. It will provide a climatology of gravity 
waves in the range 1-20 minutes and their relationship to minimum 
Richardson number, Brunt-Vaisala frequency and kinetic energy along the 
tower. I include a sample of the calculations performed, as Appendix A: 
B) On the dynamics of wave-turbulence systems. 
The paper "The Interaction Between an Internal Gravity Wave and 
Turbulence in the Stably-Stratified Nocturnal Boundary Layer" by Finnigan, 
Einaudi and Fua was completed in the early part of the grant and has now 
appeared in the Journal for the Atmospherie Sciences, 1984, ~, 2409. 
We have made progress in our understanding of a wave-turbulence system 
in the earth boundary layer, by studying 6 new events which took place at 
the following times: 
December 1 8, 1983: 2030 - 2110 MST 
December 18, 1983: 2120 - 2200 MST 
December 1 9, 1983: 2300 - 2350 MST 
February 5, 1984: 0720 - 0810 MST 
March 2 , 1 9 8 4 : 
March 2, 1984: 
0310 - 0400 MST 
0520 - 0550 MST 
These events correspond to different values of stratification. 
It is found that in the neutral and least stably stratified cases the 
transfer of energy from wave to turbulence is limited by an approximate 
quadrature relationship between thE~ periodic part of the turbulent stresses 
and the wave rate of strain. In addition, in these cases, the temperature 
fluctuations are very small. 
In the remaining cases, the phase difference between the periodic part 
of the turbulent stresses and the wave rate of strain is about n/4 and 
there is significant energy transfer with substantial reenforcement of the 
turbulent kinetic energy from the wave field. In all the latter cases, the 
distinguishing feature is the presence of a substantial fluctuating 
component of the temperature field~ 
The analysis suggests that the departure from quadrature is the result 
of periodicity in the stratification. 
The above results are described in a very rough draft of the paper 
"Kinetic Energy Transfer Between Internal Gr·avity Waves and Turbulence" by 
J.J. Finnigan, which is enclosed as Appendix B. 
C) Theoretical analysis. 
We have completed the analytical-numerical analysis of the interaction 
between a gravity wave and turbulence in the presence of a critical level 
using a "1112th order" scheme. The paper "Gravity Wave Turbulence 
Interaction in the Presence of a Critical Level" by F. Einaudi, J.J. 
Finnigan and D. Fua has appeared in the Journal of the Atmospheric 
Sciences, 1984, ~' 661. 
The analytical-numerical analysis of the stability of a an 
horizontally homogeneous system in the presence of height dependent eddy 
diffusion coefficients for temperature and momentum has been completed. 
The paper "On the Effect of Dissipation on She:ar Instabilities in the 
Atmospheric Boundary Layer" by D. Fua and F. E:inaudi has appeared in the 
Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences, 1984, ~, 888. 
We have also made progress in our attempt to extend the rapid 
distortion theory of turbulence to the case in which the atmosphere is 
statically stable and the background velocity profile is arbitrary. In 
fact we have obtained a final formal solution which involves the 
calculation of the Green function for the system and the numerical 
evaluation of a number of integrals. We are studying the feasibility of 
the numerical evaluation of these integrals which might require the use of 
the GRAY computer. 
Brief-outline of the work to be performed dujj.ng the third year 
of the grant. 
1) Besides completing the present analysis of the period March 15-April 
15, 1984, we are planning a second observational period involving a 
larger network of absolute microbarographs. Five will be along an 
East-West line and are part of the Boulder wind network, one 
is at the tower and one will be added so as to have a distribution 
of sensors forming triangles of about 10 km in size. This network 
will allow us to extend our climatological study to much longer 
horizontal wavelengths and longer periods. 
2) In adi:iA.tion to the completion of the analysis of the cases discussed 
in Appendix B, we intend to continue to assemble more properly 
analyzed cases of wave-turbulence interactions. 
Work will continue on the time interval of over 35 hours from 
at least 1500 MST on 18 December to past 0500 MST on 20 December, 
1983, when waves appear to form a continuous train of non-linearly 
interacting Kelvin-Helmholtz. 
3) A major effort will be made to complete the extension of the rapid 
distortion theory to the case of a stratified fluid in the presence 
of an arbitrary velocity profile. 
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Appendix A: Samples of the climatological study carried out 
during the time interval March 15 -April 15, 1984. 
Fig. A1: Three dimensional plot with the frequency of occurrence 
on the vertical (height of towers), vs. cross-correlation 
coefficient and time of day. The analysis is carried out 
over 4 separate ranges of wave periods (which we call 
STOUTS); STOUT 1, 2, 3 and 4 refer to the period ranges 
1-3 minutes, 3-5 minutes, 5-10 minutes, 10-20 minutes, 
respectively. 
Fig. A2: Histogram for cross-correlation, i.e., frequency of 
occurrence of events with a given value of the cross-
correlation coefficient. 
Fig. A3. Three-dimensional plots for rms power vs. time, for 
STOUT 1 and for ranges of the correlation coefficient of 
0-1, .5-1, o-.5, and .7-1, respectively. 
Fig. A4: Three-dimensional plot of the frequency of occurrence of the 
minimum value of the Richardson number along the tower vs. 
time of day for STOUT 1 • The values of the corresponding 
ranges of correlation coefficients of the waves are 0-1, 
.5-1, o-.5, respectively. 
Fig. A5: Histogram for the minimum value of the Richardson number 
along the tower, for STOUT 1. 
Fig. A6: Histogram for the Brunt-Vaisala frequency squared calculated 
where the Richardson number reaches its minimum value along 
the tower, for STOUT 1. 
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5. Cumulative Award Amount 
tie An Investigation of the Interaction Between Turbulence and Propagating 
Internal Gravity Waves in the Planetary Boundary Layer 
PART II SUMMARY OF COMPLETED PROJECT (FOR PUBLIC USE) 
main objectives of the proposal were: 
To establish a climatology of gravity waves at the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory (BAO) site, 
To study the detailed dynamics of wave-turbulence interactions, · 
To study the effect of eddy viscosity and conductivity on the generation of gravity waves by sheer, 
To extend rapid distortion models to include an arbitrary stratification and wind structure. 
~esults obtained on each item are briefly summarized below: 
On the climatolo~ of eravity waves 
:tctivities in this area have resulted in two publications. The main one (Einaudi, Bedard, and 
igan, 1989) represents the most comprehensive climatological study to date of gravity waves in the 
~ of periods from 1 to 20 min, using BAO data. The study demonstrated that at these periods the 
·sphere displays a highly coherent structure most of the time. During the interval from 0800 to 1800 
coherent motions with cross-correlation coefficients larger than 0.5 are present about 25% of the 
for periods between 1 and 5 min and more than 80% of the time for periods between 10 and 20 min. 
~remaining hours of the day, the percentages rise to more than 40% and 95% of the time, 
:ctively. The results have important implications on the behavior of the atmospheric boundary layer 
ts parameterization. 
;ond paper (Canavero and Einaudi, 1987) analyzes the temporal and spatial behavior of atmospheric 
ure data using a 60-day record obtained during the Alpine Experiment (ALPEX) which took place in 
. The study reveals that pressure records are intrinsically nonstationary and that the concept of 
~rsality for atmospheric spectra may be a valid one, but that it must be recognized that averages over 
temporal or spatial data sets may produce results that mask the und~rlying physical processes. The 
r also describes quantitatively the substantial effect of topography, particularly for periods below 40 
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B) On the dynamics of waye turbulence systems 
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Four papers were written on the interaction between waves and turbulence in the 
atmosphere. A theoretical one (Einaudi, Finnigan, and Fua, 1984) which analyzes the 
interactions between an intetval gravity wave and the wave-induced turbulence, in the 
presence of a ctiticallevel. Using<< 1 1/2 th order>> scheme, we show that a positive 
feedback can be established between the wave and the wave-induced turbulence, resulting 
in the wave growing at a faster rate than the one predicted by linear theory. 
A second paper describes an aircraft turbulence-atmospheric gravity wave event which 
occurred over the Continental Divide. We show that the obsetved waves correspond to the 
unstable modes of the jet stream and that the position of the aircraft-reported turbulence 
coincides with the critical levels of the waves. This paper provides further evidence for the 
close relationship between waves and turbulence. 
The following two papers complete a series of studies by the P.I. of the grant on 
wave-turbulence interactions using the BAO data. Finnigan (1988) analyzes eight-wave-
turbulence events of different stability and shows that the only mechanism transferring 
energy between wave and turbulent fields is the work done by the periodic part of the 
turbulent stress against the wave rate of strain. When these components are rr./2 out of 
phase, the net energy transfer is zero. Periodicity in the stratification changes the phase 
angle and leads to strong energy transfer from wave to turbulence. 
Two events in the presence of strong stratification were analyzed by Einaudi and 
Finnigan (1991 ). Analysis of the budgets of wave heat flux and temperature variance 
revealed the essential role of wave-turbulence interaction in maintaining a large amplitude 
temperature wave and countergradient wave heat flux. A comparison with earlier near-
neutral and stable cases analyzed in comparable detail by the P .I.'s suggests that the 
countergradient heat fluxes maintained by non-linear wave-turbulence interaction and the 
destabilization of the boundary layer by the wave so that both wave and turbulence may 
extract kinetic energy from the background state may be generic features of the boundary 
layer. This hypothesis provides a general mechanism for maintenance of turbulence by 
waves in strongly stratified boundary layers. 
C) On the effect of eddy viscosity and conductivity on atmospheric stability 
An analytical-numerical analysis of the stability of an horizontally homogeneous system in 
the presence of height dependent eddy diffusion coefficients for temperature and 
momentum was presented in a paper by Fua and Einaudi (1984 ). We show that vertical 
gradients of the eddy coefficients substantially affect the phase velocities, growth rates, and 
vertical structure of the gravity wave and are responsible for the appearance of some 
counter-gradient heat fluxes and Reynolds stresses. 
D) On the extension of rapid distortion theory 
The analytical formulation of the extension of rapid distortion to the case of the 
arbitrary wind and temperature profiles was completed for a horizontally homogeneous 
system. However, the numerical model needed to deal with actual cases and to derive 
quantitative results was not completed. The P.I. 's are disappointed on the progress on this 
topic and arc:~ planning to complete this ~a of research at a futtire date. 
E) Additional publications 
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Two additional research papers were in part supported by this grant. ·The papers by 
Einaudi et al., 1987, and Ferretti et al., 1988, to deal with cases of interactions of gravity 
waves and convection. While marginal with respect to the original objective of the grant, 
they contribute .to our understanding of the role of gravity waves on mesoscale dynamics. 
Publications Supported in Pan by the NSF Grant: 
Bedard, A. J., F. Canavero~ and F. Einaucli, 1986: Atmospheric Gravity Waves and 
Aircraft Turbulence Encounters. J. Atmos. Sci., 43, 2838-2844. 
Canavero, F. G., and F. Einaudi, 1987: Time and Space Variability of Spectral Estimates 
of Atmospheric Pressure. J. Atmos. Sci., 44, 1589-1604. 
Einaudi, F., J. J. Finnigan and D. Fua, 1984: Gravity Wave Turbulence Interaction in the 
Presence of a Critical Level. J. Atmos. Sci., 41, 661-667. 
Einaudi, R., W. L. Clark, D. Fua, J.' L. Green, and T. E. VanZandt, 1987: Gravity 
Waves and Convection in Colorado during July 1983. J. Atmos. Sci., 44, 1534-1553. 
Einaudi, F., A. J. Bedard, and J. J. Finnigan, 1989: A Climatology of Gravity Waves and 
Other Coherent Disturbances at the Boulder Atmospheric Observatory during March-April 
1984. J. Atmos. Sci., 46, 303-329. · 
Einaudi, F., and J. J. Finnigan, 1991: Wave-turbulence Dynamics in the Stably Stratified 
Boundary Layer. J. Atmos. Sci. (submitted). 
Ferretti, R., F. Einaudi, and L. U. Uccellini, 1988: Wave Disturbances Associated with 
the Red River Valley Severe Weather Outbreak of 10-11 Apri11979. Meteorol. Atmos. 
Phys., 39, 132-168. 
Finnigan, J. J., 1988: Kinetic Energy Transfer between Internal Gravity Waves and 
Turbulence. J. Atmos. Sci., 45, 486-505. 
Fua, D. and F. Einaudi, 1984: On the Effect of Dissipation on Shear Instabilities in the 
Stable Atmospheric Boundary Layer. J. Atmos. Sci., 41, 888-900. 
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ABSr'l'ACT 
!;et,.; data obtained at the Boulder atmospheric obsen.ratot·y (BAG) has been 
co~pared \..'ith a linear sta'bilicy analysis of the ba.ckg,ro"Jr:d at::-. os?~.eric 
s t a t e a. s me a. s u r e d by r a\.J ins on de a s c e n t s . R e a s on a b l e a. g r e·· e me n t: ...... 2 s o :_, t a. i n c d 
bet\..'een the linear eigensolutions scaled by measured pressure at: the base 
of the BAO tower and good agreement bet\ .. 7een the gross \..'ave par.::~m.::ters such 
as \..'ave length, period and vector phase velocity. 
An investigation of the ~ave kinetic energy budget revealed that buoyant 
production of wave energy was a significant gain despite the strong 
stability (Ri? 5). Further analysis of the budgets of wave heat flux and 
temperature variance revealed the essential role of wave-turb"Jlence 
interaction in maintaining a large amplitude temper.::ture wave and 
countergradient w~v: heat flux. A consideration of the t\.;-bulent kinetic 
energy budget showed many of the features of the wave budget including 
buoyant production through the countergradient heat flux. 
A comparison with earlier near-neutral and stable cases analyze-d in 
comparable detail suggests that these features - countergradient heat 
fluxes maintained by non-linear wave-turbulence interaction and the 
destabilization of the boundary layer by the wave so that both '-'ave and 
turbulence may extract kinetic energy from the background state - may be 
generic features of such situations. Th is hypo the s i s pro vi ci e s c::; t, en e r a 1 
mechanism foi- maintenance cf turbulence by waves in stron~lv b . stratified 
bour.dary le1yers and em?hasizes that the time-mean RicharC:son nwnber is <:1!1 
irreleve1nt para~eter at such times. 
1. Introduction 
Over the last one and a half decades, many experimental studies of the 
behaviour of gravity ...:aves in the boundary layer have appeared in the 
literature. As representative examples we may cite Kjelaas et al., 1974; 
Caughey and Readings, 197 5; Lalas and Einaudi, 1976; Nai-Ping et c::d. 
1983; Hunt et al., 1983; Rees and Hobbs, 1988. Ho1. . .reve 1.", very f e1..· of 
these have included the explicit separation of -.;..·ave, turbulence, and me <: :. 
field necessary for a complP-te treatment of wave-turtulence intera c tio n. 
This paper is the latest in a series using data gathered at the E.ou1d.:..,r 
Atmospheric Observatory (BAO), -.;..·hose unique facilities permit this 
essential decomposition. 
Einaudi and Fi~nigan (1981) and Finnigan and Einaudi (1981) carried out a 
stability analysis and made a decailed study of the various ~..lave and 
t1...;.rbulence budgets for one, marginally stable, e:vent in an atmos~heric 
boundary layer (ABL). Finnigan et al. (1984) produced a similar analysis 
for t~o more: cases in a stable ABL. These, ho~ever, ~ere characterized b v 
substantial time variability and ~ave-wave interaction. Finnigan (1988) 
analyzed six more eYer.ts of varying degrees of stability ~..·ith the main 
objective of studying the phase relations between the periodic, ~ave 
ir.duc.ed corr.ponent of che tt.!rbulent Reynolds stresses and the ~..· ave str-ai:-~ 
rates. Th i s d i d no t r e q u i r e the an a 1 y s i s o f the 1 i n e a r s t a b i 1 i t y o f the 
system or of all the ~ave and turbulence budgets. In the present paper, 
two furt.her events are anal,·zed in the sarr.e detail as the earlier cases 
making a total of eleven, spanning a stability range from near neutral to 
strongly stratified. 
A prerequisite of the triple decomposition (mean-wave-turbulent fields) 
is the presence of a well defined wave of fixed frequency for a significant 
period of time. Typically, ten wave periods are required to perform a 
su~cessful phase average, the techni·· xe used to separate wave and 
t\·rbulence. Such events forn a small s ~~set of the total number o: wave 
events that occur. The unique advantage of the BAO is that continuous 
records of acoustic sounder facsimile and microbarograph output are 
available, extending over more than ten years. This allows events that 
permit this detailed analysis to be distinguished from the much larger 
number that, "''hile we have no reason to believe differ in their dynamics. 
cannot be analyzed in this way. 
:he similarities in various mechanisms governing energy exchange thc::;.c 
ha'.·e emerged frorr. these eleven events allov.: us now to dr.:;.w some general 
co~clusions about the role played by externally generated internal gravit y 
1...·a·:es in the stc.~le boundary layer. By "externally generated" we f(lean 
v.:aves whose critical levels reside on low level jets or shear layers above 
the turbulent reg,ion, although such critical levels cc.n indeed be very 
close to the boundary layer and there is no reason to believe in principle 
tnat they are excluded from the turbulent layer. However, the theoretical 
~,.;ork of Einaucii et al. (1984) suggests that waves ,,:ith criticc.l level s 
~,,;i::hin the turoulent layer are likely to have very large gro1...:::h or decc: y 
rates, which v.:ould disqualify theffi from the kind of analysis we conduct . 
A particularly important conclusion that was first advanced in Finni~an 
cC al. (1984), but which v.:e now affirm with more confidence is that on flat 
ground with an essentially steady background state, gravity ~aves are 
necessary for the initiation and maintenance of turbulence during time s o f 
light winds and large, ~ime-mean Richardson Number. The particular 
mechanisms involved include a periodic destabilizing of portions of the 
boundary layer by the wave and a specific nonlinear behaviour of the wave 
itself, that requires the presence of some tur~ulence. The behavior of the 
wave, therefore, departs considerably from that predicted by linear theory, 
even though the latter explains some of the wave's characteristics quite 
well. 
C ..... r belief in the universality of those r -!chanisms is strengthened by t1...•o 
fu :·1~r pieces c·f evidence. The first" -: the ubiq'l!i tous occurrence of 
large scale coherent motions (waves) in the boundary layer during ni&httime 
stable conditions. This is immediately apparent in an inspection of 
microbarograph records from the BAO and was quantified in the study of one 
months contiguous data by Einaudi et al. (1989). They found short period 
waves (1-5 min.) during 40% of the. night during mid-March to mid-April, 
~hile longer periods (10-?.0 min.) were present 95% of the time. Basing his 
comrr . .-::r1ts on European data, Bull (personal communico.tion) suggests th.Jt 
these estimates might represent lower limits. Waves in the shorter period 
range are particularly well suited to interact with boundary ' 1r.y.::r 
turbulence since their frequencies o.nd those of the ene~~y containing ra1~&e 
of :u~b~lent eddies overlap. C 1 ear 1 y the events t h a t ... .- e s u g g e s t t 1· i 6 ~ .o- r 
noctu:-nal stable layer turbulence are present in sufficient quantity to 
account for the observations of this phenomenon. 
The second piece of evidence is the \..'ide spread observation of 
cou~ter-gradient heat fluxes in nocturnal stable boundary layers (Finnigan 
et a.l. 1984; Li et al. 1983, Hunt et al. 1983). This. we intend to sho~. 
is a diagnostic of ~ave-generated stable lo.yer turbulen~~-
features of high Richardson t~u.rnber turbulent boundary layers such as their 
i~termittency and the unique character of their velocity spectra are 
r e., i e · .. : e d i n F i n n i 6 an e t a l . ( 1 9 8 4 ) . 
This paper begins by presenting a detailed analysis of one new case and a 
more cursory treatment of a second. Although the features of 
wo.ve-turbulence dynamics revealed are not new, they offer valuable 
confirmation of earlier studies and indeed increase the number of events 
studied in this degree of detail from 3 to 5. Furthermore, the two nF\.: 
cases presented here are the first to combine strong stratification and 
near stationarity in the wave dynamics. The other stable cases studied in 
the same detail (Finnigan et al. 1984) are strongly nonstationary. 
The r-nalysis will be divided ir.to t"''o parts: firstly, a comparison 
bet•...ree·· BAO data and a linear stability anc:l) sis of the \.:hole troposphere 
(up to 13 km) using data obtained from rawinsonde ascents at nearby Denver 
Airport; secondly, a discussion of the coupled kinetic energy budgets of 
wave and turbulence, which will include, necessarily, the budgets of wave 
heat flux and temperature variance. In each section, after presenting the 
new data, a comparison with previous results "'·ill be essayed. Finally, 
some general conclusions ~ill be drawn. Throughout this paper, we refrain, 
in the int.erest of brevity, from detailed discussior.s of the technical 
points that arise when phase averaging is applied to real data. 
treated at l e ngth in Finnigan ·e~ al. (1964) and Finnigan (1988). 
2. Instrumentation 
Th ese c:re 
. The data used in this paper were obtained at. the Boulder Atr:.ospheric 
Observatory (BAO) in Erie, Colorado. The fa c i l i t y is full y de s c r i bed in 
Ka.imal and Gayn~r (1983) and "''e rnent.ion here only essential info::-r:~ation . 
The i;1struments t:hat provided data for t.his study "''ere: 
l. rast response instruments-sonic anemometers and Platinum rt=:sistance 
thermometers-located at eight levels (10 m, 22 m, 50 m, 100 m, 200 r.. 
250 rn, 300 rr.) along t.he 300m high tower. They ~ere sampled c~ 10 Hz 
after lo~-pass filtering at 5 Hz to · avoid aliasing in spectral 
corr.putations. 
2. Slow response instrt~ents - quartz thermometers, dew point hygrometers, 
and three-component Gill anemometers - located at the same levels along 
the tower and sampled at 1 Hz. 
3. Eight sensitive microbarographs deployed around the tower (see Fig. 1) . 
They too were sampled at 1 Hz. 
4. A monostatic single beam acoustic sounder located near microbarograph 
numbe!r 70 at the bottom of the tower. 
Further discus~ion of the characteristics of the data ~nd their st~rage can 
be found in Finnigan et al. (1984) and Finnigan (1988). 
3. The equations of motion and the method of analysis 
The velocity ui, the density p, the temperature T, and the potential 
temperature 0 satisfy the equations of conservation of momentwn, mass, and 
energy ~hich can be writtEn as follows: 
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( 3) 
ratio of specific heats at cor.stant pressure and volume, respectively; J' 
and K. the coefficients of viscosity and heat conduction; Oij is thr:: 
KroneckE!r delta and the su.7Jllation convention over repeated indices is 
assumed. ~e take X , in the direction of wave propagation, x3 is the 
vertical coordinate with the ground at x
3 
0; x 
1 
, x 
2 
and x 
3 
, form the 
usual right-handed triplet and u,, u 2 , and u 3 are the corresponding 
velocity components. The Coriolis force has been neglected. 
""e now decompose each ··ariable b (xi, t) into the sum of a meaP component 
B(xi), a periodic com;><>n -~t b(xi,t), and a turbulent component t· (xi,t): 
( 5) 
The period 1 of the periodic part of the disturbance is determined 
experimentally through spectral analysis of the time series of the pressure 
at the ground. \.."hen a large amplitude gravity wave is present, a large 
peak in the spectrwn fixes 1 unequivocally. The time independent part of 
the 'signal is obtained by applying the time average operator, denoted 
hereafter by an overbar: 
T 
b(xi) = lim~ J b(xi,t)dt 
T-r--o 0 
'With T in practice chosen much larger than , . 
introduce the phase averaging operation < > 
l 
<b> ~ B + b ~ lim -
N 
N-+=O 
N 
2 b ( t + nr) , 
n=l 
( 6) 
To determine b and b' w-e 
( 7) 
which extracts the rr.ean and wave corr.pone'llt from the signal by averaging 
o~er a large ensemble of points having the same phase with respect to the 
gravity w-ave. The ~ave, therefore, acts as a reference oscillator (Hussain 
and Reynolds, 1972; Einaudi and Finnigan, 1981). It should be noted that 
the periodic component b obtained by phase averaging will not, in general, 
be monochromatic and the harmonic content of the disturbance is fully 
retained by the phase averaging operation. The ~avelike and the turbulent 
parts of the field va~iable b 'Will then be given by 
b - <b> - B , (8) 
b I - b -- <b> • (9) 
If we no\.! write 
u· - U· + u· + u· I l 1 1 1 
0 ~' 8 + (J + 8 I 
p "'" p + p + PI (10) 
and ·substitute (10) into (1)-(3) we can derive equations for the 
instantaneous values and moments of the wavelike and turb~lent quantities. 
In .... :hat follo"-'S 1....·e denote the mean value of the terr.?eraturE- "by T c. The 
derivation is carried out in the Boussinesq approximation. Substitution of 
(10) into (l) a:~d subtraction of its time avE:rage from its phase averase 
giYes the u:omentu.:n eqi.lation for the periodic disturbance: 
ou; ll·ou; ou· l 0",) (32~. ar-ij a -- ~ ~ ___... + + u·~ + ,. l ~(uiuj-uiuj) + R o i 3' ot J OXj Joxj P- cxi OXj OXj dxj o .. J 8 
(11) 
with ,. the kinerr.atic viscosity and 
<w' · u' · > - u' ·u' · 
1 J J J (12) 
In the Boussinesq limit. time and phase averaging (2) gives 
(13) 
Ma~ipulation of (3) si~ilar to that applied to (l) provides 
ao u ao 0 _ae a [ - =-=] a -+ · + - - --- 0·0 - u·fl - r· Ot J dx j J ox j ox j J J ox j J 0 + K (14) 
~ . ·here 
(15) 
The r .. lJ terms can be viewed as the wave 1 ike fluctuations in the 
turbulent Reynolds stress and heat flux, respectively, due to the presence 
of the \oJave. Equations equivalent to (11) and (14) ca.n be derived for the 
turbulent components. 
Following Reynolds and Eussein (1972), Finnigan and Einaudi (1981), and 
Finniga.n et a.l. (1984), ,.;e derive the conservation .::quations :ot· the 
c.'-·era.se kinetic energy density of wave and turbulent co!7'.pone:~ts, bor:i fc,t· 
the average heat flux associated \oJith the ~ave and for the va~iance of the 
~ave temperature fluctuations: 
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£ is tht> viscous di sipation of turbulent kinetic e:-terg:·'· 
equatior:s the vis~c and conductive effects ar~ negligabl 
(19) 
~n all the other 
Equations equivalent to (18) and (19) can be derived for the turbulent 
budgets. 
Equations (ll) through (14) will be discussed in the next section where 
the data ~ill be compared with a linear solution. 
(19) will be analyzed in Section 5. 
Equations (16) through 
4. The Linear Solution and its Limitations 
In this section ~e present the data for t~o similar ever1cs ~hich 0ccurred 
on J e: c t- ::-1 b E: r 2 0 . 1 9 8 4 , ( eve :1 t I ) an C. on J an u a r y 2 , l 9 8 5 ( c- v e n t I I ) . 
will be discussed in detail ~hile event II ~ill be invoked only to provide 
corrobarating evidence for what we consider to be some of the most 
important conclusions concerning the behavior of event I. In this ·~·e moke 
a virtue of necessity since during event II the fast response temperature 
sensors ~ere not wor~ing and the budgets involving te~perature infor~ation 
could not be completed. 
The pressure traces for the eight microbarographs are plotted as a 
function of tir.1e in Fig. 2a for event I, and in Fig. 3a, for event II. 
Figure 2a covers a 60 min interval starting at 1040 MST ~~ile Fig . Ja aso 
starts at 1040 ,.~~ST but continues for 100 min. All traces, · ... :hile not as 
monochromatic as those described by Einaudi and Finnigan (1981), reveal a 
periodic behaviour confirmed by the power spectral plots of microbarograph 
70 at the bottom of the tower. These are displayed in Fig. 2b and Fig. 3b . 
Time series of the three velocity components ui for I are given in Figs. 4, 
5, and 6, 1·espectively, for each instrumented level. The temperature 
traces f1·om the fast response sensors are plotted in Fig. 7. Figures 
equivalent to 4 through 7 are omitted for event II, but have the same 
general behavior. Time averages have been removed from each of the plots 
so that the signals in Figs. 2 through 7 are the sum of th~ periodic and 
the turbt: lent co~1~o· :;nts only. The time series are co1 -~ leted by the 
monostatic acoustic sounder records displayed in Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b for 
events I and II, respectively. The traces of the velocity components and 
of the temperature, although much noisier than those of the pressure, 
reveal the same periodic behavior, a fact confirmed by their spectra, not 
sho~~ here. ~~en a substantial gravity wave is rresent the pressure traces 
are invariably smoother than the vellcity and temperature signals for t~o 
re.asons. First of all the contribution of the wave pressure to the total 
signal, a contribution of larger scale and greater apparent smoothness th<.n 
the turbulent pressure, exceeds the turbulent contribution, ~hose amplituLe 
is of order 2.5pu;, u* being the usual friction velocity, by at least an 
o~de.r of magnitude. Secondly, the contribution of velocity and te~perature 
fluctuations over all space to the local pressure signal (a circumsta.nce 
chc.ra.cterized by the Poisson equation for static pressure) biases the 
pressure signal towards lower frequencies. 
11--. e reg u 1 a r i t y of the records v a r i e s ow i t h he i gh t .:; n c the a;> p.; r t' 71 t l y 
nonlinear nature of some of the signals also varies ~ith height. 
Pc.rticularly interesting in this regard is the highly nonli71ear nature of 
the temperature trace at 100m, a point to • •.:hich we ... :ill return . The 
acoustic sounder records reveal height dependent reflections modulated by 
la~ge oscillations. The reflections are proportional to the intensity of 
temperature fluctuations (Bro\..'11 and Hall, 1978) \..'hich ca:. be taken as some 
measure of the turbulence intensity. 
\.,Te now determine the harmonic content of the wavelike disturbances and 
the speE~d with which they travel horizontally, that is, the horizontal 
·.·hase speed. The spectral content is determin~d through an FFT routine 
spanning either a 2560 s or a 5120 s interval. Time series were tapered 
with a Hanning window to reduce side band leakage. Let r be the dominant 
period, f- 1/r and wr- 2~f be the circular and radian frequencies, 
rf-spectively. -+ The horizontal speed of p;· )pagation vph is determined in 
~~~litude and direction by cross-corre~~-~ng the pres£ure signals from all 
eight microbarographs. No direct information is available on the 
horizontal scales A of these disturbances since they are much larger than 
the size of the microbarograph network. The quantity A is derived from the 
relation 
(20) 
·..rhere k-= 2-;;/A is t.he arr:plitude of the ...,·ave n\.!Jnber \'ector and u.:1.-/k is the 
a~~litude of horizontal phase velocity. 
The periods . ' horizo:1tal phase speeds, wavelengths and peak to peak 
ampiit.udts of the disturbances for both events are SUQffia.rized in T~ble l. 
The values of these quantities and the nature of the data displayed in 
Figs.2 thro~gh 8 are consistent with those observed in other case studies 
carried ou: by the present authors, ~here an explanation of the 
obsen.•ations ...,·as given in terr;;s of an internal gravity · .... ·ave genera~ed by 
shear. Ht::re too, therefore, we calculate the periods, hor::on:c;.l 
waYt::lengths, and the corres?onding vertical structure of all the 
the rmodynarnic variables for the range of i nte rna 1 gr av icy "·:aves that the 
atmosphere can support and compare them ~ith obstrvations. P. s s urn i n g t h a t 
the amplitude of the disturbance is small compared with the mean fields, ~e 
linearize (10) and (13) and ...,.e use for t.he components ul and of the 
horizontal "-'ind and the background temperature· T 
0
, the smoothed values 
obtained from t.he rawinsonde launch from Denver airport that ~as closest to 
the time of the event. For event I, we used the launch at 2310 G~tT 
December 20, 1984, which took place about 5 ho-urs after the end of the 
event. This time difference together with the spatial separation (Denver 
is 25 miles south of the BAO) imply that our knowledge of the atmospheric 
state is approximate, a point to be kept in mind in judging the agreement 
between observations and modtl .alues. 
n.e solution of the lineariz . equations 0~ motion is th,~n SOUf".ht ~he 
form 
b ( x 
1 
, x 
3 
, t) "" b ( x 
3
) exp [ i (wt - kx 1 ) ] + c . c. (21) 
..... :he-re c.c. stands for complex conjugate, i- J- 1 and w- UJr + iwi will in 
~eneral be complex. The x 1 axis has been chosen in the direction from ~est 
to east, ..._,hich is the direction of the propagation of the dist\...!rba.nce in 
event I. For a horizontally homogeneous background state, which we ass\...!rne 
here, the svstem can be described by the component of ~he bc.ckt;round ..._.iih.: 
in the direction of wave propagation and by a solution ~hich is independcn~ 
In fact, w a~d k are the eigenvalues of a second order differentic.l 
equation in x 3 , the Taylor-Goldstein equation, . to ..... :hich the lineariz :: d 
system of orit,i~al equations can be reduced by straightfor ..... ·ard elirr.inatio•1 
of all varia~les but one. In terms of a variable q which is essentially 
the amp1itude of the vertical displacement, the Taylor-Goldstein equotio:: 
takes the particularly sir.1ple form 
d 
dx
3 
D = w- k u, 
1 ( l dp o I 2) n ~ - g -- + g c 
Po dx 3 
c - exp dz' ] 
.: 2 (z') 
( 2 2) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
q - ~ (27) 
iDt 
p
0 
is the background density and c is the speed of sound. The quantity 0 
is the Doppler-shifted frequency, · n 2 is the square of the Brunt-Vaisala 
frequency, r is proportional to the background density and q is 
proportional to the vertical displacement. 
To obtain equation (22) the Boussinesq approximation is not required . 
Tn e 1 at t e r ......, as only us e d to de r i v e the budge t . e qua t i on s . The o ~i.gi.n . >L 
probLer.~ i.s no· .. ; reduced to determining the eigenvalues w and k of ( 22) sut:::--. 
that the correspondi~g eigenfunctions q satisfy the boundary condLti.o ~ s of 
zero vertical displacement at the earth's surface and the radiation 
condition at z - + oo The values of w and k are determined by numerically 
integrating (22), following the approach of Lalas ar.d Einaudi (1976). The 
background values of U
1 
and T
0
, discussed earlier and used to c3lc~late t~e 
coefficients of (22) are plotted in Fig.9a,b. The Richa~dson nunber, n : C\ i ~ S 
defined b::. 
(28) 
In Figure 9c, Ri is given as a function of height . 0 f s i g n i f i. c <i n c e he r -e 
is the fact that the values of the Richardson nwnbe r de r i. ved from the ra·...r 
data by linear interpolation have a minimum of about 0.38 in the 400-700 m 
range. Changes in background wind and, above all, in background 
temperature well with in the experimenta 1 error of the ra•...r i.nsonces can 
easily bring such values of Ri below 0.25. Experience indLcates that such 
low values of Ri are a clear indication of region of dynamic instability in 
the atmosphere leading to unstable solutions of the kind given by (21). 
The analytical profile of Ri, obtained by mean square fitting U, and Tf) 
using hY?erbolic tangent and Gaussia: . functions, reveals a df.p r>elow 0.2~ 
• _, 1 n ,~ l T , r,.. ..- ; .~ ~ ~- ~-- 0 •· ~ 1 ·• ..., -
The measured phase speed of 10.7 suggests that indeed the observed 
disturbance has a critical level there, where such a speed matches the mean 
\o.'ind, and where Ri has a minimum. Other rr.inima in the Ri profile are not 
of interest here because they occur at levels where the mean winds and 
hence the phase velocity of any associated disturbances are much higher 
than the o'bserved phase speed. 
Having chosen ., - 427 s and, therefore, having <.Ur ~ 2-r;/; fixed, the 
values of wr/k and c.._1i "'·e:re determined numerically. The v a 1 u e of u c .,.; c:. s 
UJi = 4.9 10- 4 s- 1 corres?onding to an e-folding time of 34 min. The 
remaining values are given in Table I. Aside from U)• l' which is small as in 
man~ other case studies, and for ~hich we do not have experimentally 
determined values, the remaining eigenvalues 7 and A agree quite well with 
the measured ones. This suggests that, even though the individ~al signals 
at the various levels along the tower may display significant 
nonlinearities, the ·bulk parameters of the disturbance, such as period a~c 
horizontal ~avelength, appear to remain those of the linear solutisn 
alt}--.ough this, in principle, is valid only for an infinitesimal amplitude. 
~e will come back to this point later. 
The comparison between obsen.·ations and model results for the various 
variables is given in Figs. 10 and 11. In Fig. 10 the amplitudes of ui, 
i- 1,2,3, and 8 are plotted as functior.s of height. The data points are 
the amplitudes of the fundamental Fourier components of the phase averaged 
variablE~s. The linear model solutions, ..,..·hich are only given within a 
constant multiple, have been scaled so that the model pressure at the 
ground matches the measured pressure at the base of the tower. As 
discussed earlier, the pressure is the measured variable least affected by 
local boundary-layer influences. Although the agreement for the vertical 
velocities is quite good, the agreement for the other variables is less 
satisfactory, at least at some levels. This disagreement can d~ ~)end on a 
number of factors, th"' '~ain one, ~ believe, being the s '·stantial 
differences in Ui and T
0 
between Denver and t.he BAO due either to the 
geographical separation or the difference in time between the event and the 
rawinsonde launch. The difference in the micro climates of the two sites 
is likely to affect the measurements within the tower height more than 
higher up ...:here the "'·ave, if generated by shear, draws its energy. The 
agreement between the phases of data and model values in Fig. 11 is 
generally poor, except at a few levels. 
case II . 
Similar considerations apply to 
The differe:~ces between data and model output for the amplitudes are ... :ell 
"''i thin the -range obs.:::rved i11 the three cases analyzed by £inaudi and 
Finnigan (1981) and Finnigan et al. (1984). The differences in the rhas~s 
are much lart.er. We suggest two possible reasons for this . One is that 
indeed the differences in the background state between Denver and the BAO 
are larger in the present cases, especially for the background wind. che 
second reason is the neglect of nonlinear wave and turbulent terms in the 
' equations. These t e r rn s ,,; i 11 be d is c us sed in the next sec t i on . Here i:: 
suffices to point out that ~uch terms may influence the phase relations of 
the model output rather more than the amplitudes. 
In discussing the wave budget, we will show that some success is obtained 
in closing the measured "''ave budget by using the model solution for the 
pressu~e with the measur~d u~, a confirmation of the validity of the linear 
model. 
All in all, we feel that the linear solutions provide, in general, a good 
estimate of the period and .....,.avelength of the observed disturbances even 
though their amplitudes have reached some sort. of steady stc.te level, 
beyond the validity of linear theory. This is so probably because these 
quantities depend more on the wind and temperature structure near the 
critical level above the tower than on t.he structure lower down within the 
boundary layer. The actual amplitudes and phcases for the the:-modynarnic 
variable • on the other hand, are ~1ch more cr :ically dependent not only 
on an accurate knowledge of the mean state, but also on nonlinear and 
turbulent terms. 
5. Higher Moments of the ~ave and Turbulence 
T',.;o kinds of "stress" divergence term appear in the momentum equations of 
individual wave components, Qi· Equation (11) illustrates thi~. The 
first of these, the non-linear wave shear stresses uiu 3 and u 2 u 3 are 
plotted i:~ Fig . 12. Information about the magnitude of the :~orr.,:_; l 
co:<.~·onents of Qiuj (i- j) is already contained in Fig. 10. \-!e note that 
u
1
u:: is significantly positive below lOO m implying upward momentLL'Il 
transport, while u 2 u 3 is slightly positive at 250 m. 
This emp~ases that the behavior of the ~ave, a disturbance with vertical 
1 eng t h s c a 1 e s of the same order or greater than the v e r t i c a 1 s c a l e o v e ~ 
~hich the background ~ind varies, cannot be expected to behave as gradient 
diffusion theory conditions us to expect. 
The second class of stress divergence terms is the rij's, the wave period 
fluctuations in turbulent stresses. These terms are of crucial importance 
in coupling the ... :ave and turbulence fields as \..'e shall see in Section 6. 
In ge-.:~eral, they play a significant role in the momentum budgets also. An 
order of magnitude coQparison between ~ 3 aU,/Ox 3 (taken as characteristic of 
the size of terms retained in the linear - solution), 
over the tower height, 
Furthermore we have already 
alluded to the possibility that rij terms in the momentum budgets affect 
the phases of the waves more than their amplitudes. Evidence for this 
viewpoint comes from the work of Hussein and Reynolds ) , who modelled 
experimental measurements of wave disturbances in a turbulent channel flow 
in various ways. They ~ere unable to reproduce the observ. phase 
relationships between wav~ 2omponents without reproducing the actt - 7 phase 
relationships between rij and the velocity wave, although the velocity wave 
au.plitudes could be recovered without reproducing the rij - uj phase 
relationship. Fua et al. ) h~ve also commented on the large departures 
from linear model phase differences that can develop between wave 
cor.•;->onents when rij is modelled realistically. As we shall see in Section 
6 the rij 1 S also play an essential role in inducing nonlinear beha\'ior in 
the \.:ave. 
1n Fig. 13a, \.."e plot the height variation 
f~:--. ·:..:.c.iTrental fourier components of r 
11
, 
of r; 7 o and 
(all che plots 
the 
Of ,. • . I<.; • :. J -
a1·,d rye I$ l,.;ill be of the amplitude of this fundamental component)· Note 
vanishinclv s~all value of r 
b - 1 1 0 
at 150 m and that is tyricc:;lly 
t\.."0 orders of magnitude smaller than r 
1 1 0 
This does not mean, ho~eve~. 
the. : either of these terms is insignificant, rather that they are com?osed 
almosc entirely of higher harrr.onic cont:ributions. The '-'a r i a t i on o f the 
\.."a~e period fluctuations in turbulent shear stress, r 1 30 and r 730 a?pear 
in Fig.l3b. In fact, all of these fundawent:al components except r
220 
and 
r.,.,. have a rr.inimurn at - 150 m height. This ...._.e recall is ~,..·here the 
- - 0 
terr.?erature \..'aVe B also di.splays clear nonlinea:-ity (see fig. 7) and \.:here 
the ~ocal str~tification peaks. 
Tu!:bu1ent normal stresses u' 2 , U 1 2 and 72 are displayed in Fig. l4a. 
1 2 I 3 
Kote the small near constant value of u I 2 
3 ' 
a feature not inconsistent with 
stronb stratification, and the fact that U I 2 > U I 2 
2 1 ' 
1,..•hich is also 
COnSiStE~nt \..'ith the differenceS in OU 1 /0X 3 and 0U 2 jox 3 . Turbulent shear 
stresses plotted in Fig. l4b display no surprises. 
Let us turn now to the heat fluxes; first the vertical ~ave heat flux 
u 3 8 shown in Fig. 15. The interesting point about this is that it is 
up ....... ards, or counter-gradient between 75 m and 225 m. This important point 
will be treated at length in Section 6. The amplitude of the fundamental 
componer;t of wave period variations in turbul£ ·:t flux r 3 oc is displayed 
in Fig. 16 and is almost an order of magnituce arger than the wave flux. 
rje's too play a central role in the energetics of the system. The 
turbulent heat flux depicted in Fig. 17 is countergradient over roughly the 
same height range and with the same magnitude as ~ 3 0. In this, it is 
distinctly different from the case discussed in Finnigan et al . (1984), 
.,_·here, although the wave heat flux \.las counter-gradient, the turbulent flux 
~as cogradient, summing in the end to a small cogradient flux. 
6. The Energetics of the ~ave-Turbulence-Background System 
In this section \o."e discuss the kinetic energy budgets of the .,_·ave and 
turbulent. velocities, the \o."ave heat flux and the variance of the 
temperature fluctuations corresponding to eq's (3.16), (3.17), (3.18) a'ld 
(3.19), respectively. T~nerever possible, each discuss ion of E·:ent. I is 
followed by a comparison with the corresponding budgets for Event II and 
the other cases examined by the authors and mentioned above. 
a. Wave kinetic energy budget 
The budget of ..... ave kinetic energy ~~i~i• although different in detail 
from others we have studied, displays features ...... hich we suggest are 
generic. ~e begin by displaying in Fig. 18 the various terms of e~uatio~ 
(16) as fu:-1c:ions of height. . Ga in t e r m s are p o s i t i v e ; they act to 
increase the \.."ave k~netic energy in time, while loss terms are negative and 
act to decrease it. In the pericd under consideration, the wave amplitudes 
are essentially constant in time (see for example Fig. 2) so we expect rhe 
gain and loss terms .to sum to zero at all heights. 
- :::--::- au . 
principal gain term is "shear production", - uiuj~ the "''ork done 
J 
The 
by the wave stresses against the mean rates of strain. The main 
-:::---:::- au :::--::- au 
contribution to this term comes from- u 1 u 3~ and - u 2 u 3ai: . dx 3 x 3 \Je have no 
way of calculating the normal stress-horizontal gradient. terms (i- j), but 
on general scaling ground we ex ·· ect them to be much smaller than the s:.-car 
The next largest gain term is buoyant production. In fact, this 
constitutes a gain between about 70 and 220 m and a loss outside this 
region. The presence of positive values of kinematic wave heat 
despite the strong stable stratification throughout the to....,er height (see 
Fig. 9c) obviously calls for explanation and t,.;e will return to consider 
this feature in detail below. 
- a~-
The third production term rij~ represents a physical precess playing a 
J 
crucial role in the exchange of kinetic energy bet\..'een the \..'ave and 
turbulent fields. It describes the net work done by the ~avelike 
fluctuations in turbulent stress, r .. lJ ' against the fluctuating rates c.f 
Tbe same term appears ... ·ith opposite sign in the equatio:~ 
( 1 7 ) for t u r b u 1 en t kine t i c en e r gy so t h a t i t represents d i r e c t kine t i c 
energy transfer between ~ave and turbulence. \..1-l.en either r .. lJ 
are dominated bv their fundamental spectr2l co~ponent, then the me2n 
p:-oduct of any element of the term can be closely approximated by 
p= 0 e I . I OUa/ ex p I . c 0 s ...,...., ( n 0 s urn 0 v e r Greek in d ice 5 ) ' ....., here .._..., i s the F h a 5 e 
angle between the two periodic signals. ~nen ~ ~ (2n- l)h/2, then the net 
work done is zero. In a nearly neutrally stratified bou11dary lc;yer, 
Finnigan and Einaudi (1981) observed this p~ase a11gle to be close to T/2, 
the quadr2ture relationship predicted by rapid distortion theory in the 
limit of very long waves (Hunt and Maxey, 1978). A quadrature relationship 
of this kind permits the coexistence of large amplitude r · · ' s lJ and \..'ave 
strains with no net energy transfer. In a stably stratified boundary 
layer, in contrast, Finnigan et al. (1984) observed the phase angle...,_..., to 
move to about ~;4 with a consequent transfer of kinetic energy from ...,ave to 
turbulence. 
A more extensive survey of the dependence of .,_,., on stratification was 
published by Finnigan (1988) who compared nine different events ....,ith 
stratification varying between near neutral and strongly st :>le. He found 
that, if a signific3nt temper~ture wave were present. circumstance 
requiring, but not automatically following from stable stratification, the 
quadrature relationship of neutral stability disappeared and the wave lost 
kinetic energy to the turbulence. 
in the present case, the second of these rr.akes the dominant contribution. 
If ~e write the Fundam~nt6l Fourier components of r .. 
~J 
and o~·jox· as 
~ J 
and ( o~ i /Ox j ) 
0 
then IP 1 3 and r.,..I"J 2 3 , are the ph 2 s e an g 1 e d i f f e r en c e s be tween 
respecti·-'ely. These angles 
ar~ plotted against x 3 in Fig . 19. In the height ra71ge 75-275 m, ,..., 23 1..·as 
- T/3, implying transfer of energy from ~ave co turbulence and overriding 
che contribution from ~ 13 a~ 1 /ax 3 ~hich had ~ 13 - 3r/4 belo~ 200m, i~plying 
that this term 1..·as transferring energy from turbulence to \.Jave. Belo'W 
75 m, both components indicate transfer of energy from turbulence to ~ave 
as the profile of the total term (Fig. 19), ~hich includes contributions 
·from all Fourier cor.rponents, confirms. A~ove - 200. m both phase angles 
indicate a transfer of energy from wave to turbu~ence. One note of caution 
should be sounded; r · · 's have lJ significant hi~her har;rwnic 
content, which is particularly true near che ground, the quadrant of ~ oay 
give a misleading indication of the sign of the total interaction . 
~e ha~e esti~ated the magnitude of the normal contributions ~00a~0/ax0 , 
' O -= l. ()' ~ 2 usi:~g the hypothesis: 
Although 1r 11 1 and 1r 22 1 are comparable to 1r 13 1 and ik~1 and ik~ 2 
are an order of magnitude smaller than the fluctuating vertical gradients 
because of the long wavelength (- 4 krn) of the wave. 
calculated directly and ~as negligible. 
75 m where the second of these is the major loss term. This close to the 
ground the turbulence is generally stronger than at higher levels. There 
is also much more harmonic content in the pha.--_. ayeraged velocity ,.·ave 
forms, (Figs. 4, 5, and 6), and in the rij's, (-:g. 13). Indeed, in the 
near-ground region the oscillations (with x
3
) of most of the terms in the 
budget suggest the possible existence of transient growin& or decaying. 
modes coupled to the ground based "viscosity wave", the extra eigenfunction 
that must be added to the inviscid solution to satisfy a boundary condition 
of no slip at the ground (Jones and Hooke, ). 
The imbalance in the budget is plotted as the "loss" tenT! that satisfies 
the equation. Into this term are consigned all of the quantities ~e are 
unable to measure but ~stimate to be small, such as horizontal advection, 
tirre derivative, and terms involvin& instantaneous horizontal 
~radi~nts. Ho~~ver, we expect the largest contribution to the imbalance 
a -=-::::--
te:-r:-, tc corr.e fro;-;1 the "pressu"fe trar1sport" pu the divergence of the -ox;-. 3' 
classical · ... ·ave energy flux. Unlike the c..nalogous term in the turbulent 
bucget, the p!.""essure term in the 1...·ave budget cannot be regarded as a 
tra:1sport term in the sense of rearranging energy 1.-.'ithin the boundary 
layer. Ra~her, it provides a connection with the source of wave energy at 
the critical level; within the compass of linear theory, pu 3 is the only 
co~ponent of the flux of wave energy in the vertical. 
Finnigan and Einaudi (1981) and Finnigan et al. (1984) had some success 
i:1 closing the wave budget with the help of the linear model solution. The 
me t :-, o c us e d was to comb in e the l in e a r mode 1 so 1 u t i on f o !."" p ( x 
3 
, t ) ... .- i t h 
measured ~ 3 (x 3 ,t) to obtain the desired term. This worked surprisingly 
well in neutral stratification (Finnigan and Einaudi 1981), but not 
particularly well in the strongly stable case (Finnigan et al. 1984). The 
result of the same procedure is compared .... :ith the imbalance term in Fig. 
20. The quality of the agreement falls somewhere between the two earlier 
studies. The vertical variation of the term is reproduced ra~her well, but 
the agreement in absolute magnitude is not good. Nevertheless, Fig. 20 
does offer independent and encouraging confirmation of the validity of both 
the linear model calculation and th~ computed budget. 
The essential distinguishing fe.a; '.:-:-es of t:his event as charact:erizt!d b· 
the kinetic energy may be noted. The wave field extracts energy from the 
background wind and temperature fields within the boundary layer via shear 
and buoyant production. Some of this wave energy is converted to 
turbulent kinetic energy through the interaction term, rija~ 1 ;axj. The 
rest is available to be transported out of the boundary layer by wave 
pressure a --transport- ~pu 3 . ax 3 
This state of affairs is not \.."hat we expect 
from <;lassical linear wave theory, where the budget .... :ould have been a 
balance bet~een pressuxe transport, a gain, and buoyant prod~ction, a loss. 
It is, how~ver. consonant in its essential features ~ith the o ther, 
essentially nonlinear ones that we shall now review. 
\ ..:t; turn first to the budget of wave kinetic energy for the second ne-....· 
case pre sen ted here, Event I I . The distribution of all the terms .....,ith 
heit,ht is different from the case -....•e ha\'e just discussed, but it has two 
essential points of qualitative similarity, see Fig. 21. Firstly, over 
the rr.iddle range of heights' the coupli;"tg term rija3i/etxj represents a. loss 
of ~ave energy to turbulence, although it changes sign at higher levels and 
near the ground. Secondly, and more significantly, buoyant production is a 
gain, denoting, in this ·stably stratified case, countergradient heat flux. 
~e turn next to the first of the two events described in Finnigan et al. 
(1984). Once aga.in, although differing in detail, the general features of 
the budget are similar. The ~ave-turbulence interaction terffi rijaGi;axj 
comprised a loss of wave energy at most heights. Buoyant production \.."as 
the dominant gain term, implying a strongly counter gradient wave heat 
a [- - -fltLX. Other terms such as transport - ~ u·u·u· + ~ir-iJ.] were a loss at ' X. 1 1 J 
J 
most heights as was shear production belo"' 175 m_. Like the present case, 
the wave gained energy from the mean field in the bound~ry layer and 
exported it to higher levels via the pressure term, 
main component of the budget imbalance. 
a :=-::=-
---d puJ· , the presumed x· J 
The budget describerl by Finnigan and Einc;udi (1981) in a 1.·oundary layer 
only sligl1tly stably stratified, while differing again in dE -:1il, displc;ys 
a loss of energy to turbulence and a gain through buoyant production 
implying, once more, countergradient heat flux. The main difference 
bet~een this near neutral case and the more stable cases we have presented 
is that above 100 m the ~ave loses energy to both the mean field through 
shear production and to the turbulence, requiring a net supply of 
a -:::-=-
energy from above through the pressure transport term, - ax;Puj. 
J 
A distinctive feature of all these budgets is a countergradient heat 
flux.. ln the more stable cases, this provides the dominant production 
Count·e rgr adient he3 t fl ux.e s have been i dent i fi ed in many other 
sta.~le events ~h~~e waves are present, but budgets are not presented. See, 
fo:- example, Fi~nig,an (1988), Li et al. (1983), and Hunt et al. (1983). 
Th~s means that ~hen stratification is strong, the wave obtains ener&y from 
the background temperature field, within the boundary layer, although this 
be~avior contracts to the lo·..rest levels in our one near-neutral case 
cr:~nigan and Einaudi 1981). 
b. ~·tave heac flux 
These considerations lead naturally to an investigation of the wave heat 
flc.x budget, equation (18). The quest ion we pose is "how is an U';'\o..'a rds 
heat flux maint~ined despite a positive temperature gradient in the 
esse:1tially one-dimensional, stationary circumstances of the present cases 
and that studied by Finnigan and Einaudi (1981) and in the one-dimensional 
but nonstationary events discussed by Finnigan et al. (1984)"? 
The wave heat flux budget for event I is plotted in Fig. 22. 1 t is 
essentially a simple- balance bet~een a gain through buoyant production, 
~0 2 and a loss to pressure destruction (as it is usually termed), 
To 
- eap;ax
3
• This ~e assume is the main component of the imbalance term. ~e 
have not had any success in matching t.he ras i dual imbalance using the 
pressure .:..-adient obtai ned from the :. inear mode · . Thi$_i_s_in_e_on,_r:r-:_tr~a::L<c:~t-__Ir-:Jo:L-_____ _ 
the cas :he energ) :')udget. t.. , essential lC of di:.:·f( : r~nce beint, 
that, whi ~ the amplitude of the mo~el derived pl~ssure is roughly correct, 
its gradient is substantially smaller than what is required to close the 
heat flux budget. At this juncture, it is worth making a further point 
about the nature of the wave heat flux. The contribution of the 
oscillations in u 3 and 8 at the fundamental frequency to the total flux 
can be fool ~~ 30 1 cos~. where subscript o denotes 
here too the fundamental Fourier component and ~ is the difference in phase 
angle. The phase of 8 0 and u 30 relative to the pressure at the base of 
the tO\.Jer is shown in Fig. llb. Over most of the height range, 'TIJ takes 
on a value ~hich makes ~ 0 ~ 3 opposite in sign to the total measu!:"ed 
which is plotted in Fig. 15. Hence, 8 0 u 3 cos ~ is co-gradient and 0 
the dominant contribution to 8u 3 must come from non-linear interaction 
bet~een the ~ave velocity and temperature fields. ~e should not be 
surprised at this as we have already identified the domaint term 
m2intaining heat fl~x as £_8 2 . 
To 
The lack of significant tra:~sport terms in the heat flux budget. as is 
cle2rly apparent in Fig. 22, simply rephrases our original question to one 
of "ho"W is a large amplitude temperature wave maintained in the stable 
bour.dary layer -.:here the local Richardson Number has a large positive 
value"? 
c . Vari.:r.."1ce of "'·ave temperacure 
~e turn, therefore, to the ~ 2 budget, equation (19), which is plotted in 
Fig. 23. Here we see that the most significant loss term is 
If "We define the wave potential 
which we may think of as the potential energy stored in parcels of fluid 
displaced from their mean position in the temperature gradient ae;ax3 by 
wave motion (Finnigan et al. 1984), then we may interpret the term 
-~ 3 Ba9/&>._ a:; a loss >f ·o~av· pn.ential tnergy to the mean por:entia] et.ergy 
field. 
The t~o principal gain terms both represent· non-linear processes. The 
first is a =-==-the divergence of the triple moment, OX7uje2. while the other 
j 
involves the turbulence; it is the product of the temperature wave and .the 
gradient of wavelike fluctuations in - a -turbulent heat flux, edX7rje· 
J 
The 
time 
ae 2 
evolution ar- is difficult to assess, but amounts in total to a small 
loss while the residual imbalance is at least smaller than any of the 
directly measured components. In this. the only budget that contains no 
pressure terms and where the residual is a combination of measurement error 
anc those ttrr.:s containing unmeasurable horizontal gradients, the 
relatively small imbalance is reassuring. 
The crucial point to be stressed is that the maintenance of the 
temperature wave, and in turn the countergradient heat flux and ~ave 
kinetic energy in the face of strong stable stratification, is the result 
of wave nonlinearity in ~hich the presence of turbulence plays an tssential 
role. 
Pr act ica lly the same story can be read in the wave heat flux, and the 
temperature variance budgets reported in the strongly nonstationary case of 
Finniga~ et al. (1984). Although on that occasion, gradient production, 
-=--=--38 
- uiuJ·-.-.- played a greater role in the heat flux budget, the 02 budget ~as 
OXj . 
practically identical and about the same quality of closure was obtairied. 
The second case presented for the first Eirne in this paper, Event II, had 
similar features, although we have not presented the budgets since the 
absence of fast temperature data made it impossible to calculate the 
crucial turbulence interaction term. 
d. Turbulent kinetic energy budget 
Before attempting to summarize the dynamics, let us turn to the turbulent 
kinetic energy budget, Equation (17). This is presented in Fig. 24. The 
1 t · t 1· s shear d t · ' ' ~U i .,nd th arges ga1n erm pro uc 1on, - u iu j x· o e same problems 
J 
occur here as in the wave budget when we come to consider mean horizontal 
gradients.· The case of instantaneous horizontal gradients is more 
difficult than for the wave budget since we cannot make the convenient 
asswnption that turbulent fluctuations behave like propagating waves . 
The next most important gain term is buoyant production, at least over 
mid-tower height, denoting, as for the wave, countergradient flux. In this 
the present budget differs from the strongly stable case of Finnigan et al. 
(1984), where turbulent heat flux ~as to~ards the ground, although the ~ave 
flux was positive. In the near neutral case of Finnigan and Einaudi (1981) 
turbulent buoyant production was negligible. 
The largest explicitly calculated loss term is viscous dissipation. This 
1..•as calculated from the frequency spectra of u' 
3 
us~ng normal ir.ertial 
sublayer formula and assuming a Kolmogorov constant of 0.5. 
The salient features of the stably stratified turbulence budgets, both 
the present case I, case II, which "''e have not presented, and those 
discussed by Finnigan and Einaudi (1986), bear similarities to the 
corresponding wave budgets in that, althoubh there is significant direct 
transfer of kinecic energy from wave to turbulence via the coupling term 
- au· 
- rij~· most of the turbulence gain relies on interactions with the mean 
J 
field either through shear production or, in the latest case, shear and 
buoyant froduction. 
7. Discussion and Conclusions 
Let us, therefore, attempt to sununarize the ....,ave-turbulence energetics and 
clarify the questions that it raises about the behavior of the system as a 
· .. :hole. First of all, and most irportant in terms of the essential roJc )f 
the wave, is ~he value of the ~ -- r:~dient fichu·dsc•n f:...:.mber, Ri, uithit 
tower height. In the stably stratified cases, it is very large at all 
levels, rarely dropping below 5. ~ith Richardson numbers in this range, we 
do not expect to observe turbulence except possibly remnant "fossil" 
turbulence ·generated earlier and elsewhere that ·has evolved to a quasi 
permanent, two-dimensional structure. This kind of turbulence, while 
possibly relevant in some larger scale georhysic~l and oceanographic 
contexts, is not what we observe in the boundary layer. On the other hand 
we do observe continuous turbulence in th~ presence of internal t,r-avity 
waves generated above the boundary layer. Large posith·e Richc;rdsor~ 
nur.1bers deny the possibility of steady, local generation of the turbulencc--
a:1d we must seek for explanations in the unsteadiness end non-localin· 
engendered by the ~ave. 
T~e problem falls naturally into parts: \..Te ask firstly, "can the arrival 
of a .,.,..c;·,·e conjure turbulence from an initially laminar bou:1dary-layer?" 
and secondly, "~hat are the mechanisms that govern the steady state, ~hich 
may eventually emerge?" The first of these questions has been addressed bv 
Jones a:1d Hooke ) . They pointed out that the viscosit:· -.,.;ave that linear 
theory requires to be added to the inviscid eigensolutions of the svste~ in 
order to satisfy a no-slip condition at the surface, is attencated in the 
vertical over a distance rhat scales vith che viscositv. If only mol~cular 
viscosity is availabe tc transfer sl1earing stress, the ~ave attenuates in a 
few tens of centimeters, but if a realistic eddy viscosity is. admitted, the 
depth of influence of the viscosity wave increases by one or two orders of 
matnigude. Furthermore, Jones and Hooke showed that the presence of an 
initial viscosity wave with a small eddy viscosity caused by a thin layer 
of weak turbulence near the ground, ~ould lead within a few wave cycles to 
rapid growth of both wave and turbulence, at least as parameterized by eddy 
viscosity. All that is initially required in their paradigm is weak 
turbulence near the surface. 
\..'e know th3t ir quasi steady state, a real visco~it' .,.··-·ays cots--::itutes a 
sink for kinetic energy, but when waves are present, the viscosity should 
be treated as a complex quantity with a definite, nonzero phase 
- a~. 
relationship between r· · and ~ We have already pointed out that this 1 J dx~ · 
J 
phase relationship is - ~12 in neutral stratification and takes a range of 
values in stable times. Fua et al. (1982) took account of this implicit 
relaxation in the eddy viscosity in their one-and-a-half order closure 
model of wave turbulence interaction. They shov.•ed that in the i nit i a 1 
growth stages of the wave' the relat'ive phc.s.es of rij and o~i /oxj \..'e re such 
as to facilitate energy transfer from the background to the wave via t'ne 
turbulence. This led in some cases to explosive wave growth . 
The assumptions implicit in both these treatments of ........ a.ve--curbulence 
interaction are that the turbulence is of small scale relative to the 
vertical wave gradients (use of an eddy viscosity) and that the turbulence 
adjusts rapidly to the changing background state (use of a time varying 
Richards Number to characterize turbulence production). Keither of thP.se 
assumptions can be sustained in the steady state condition to '-lhich the 
system evolves and· indeed may not be truly valid at any stage of the 
turbulence growth . 
For example, in the case studied by Finnigan et al. (1984) the peaks in 
turbulence po.....,..er spectra for each component at each height correspond to 
periods of around 300 s, which is similar to the Yave period of 320 s. A 
similar situc.tion obtains in the present case with a wave period of 427 s 
and spectral peaks around 350 s. 
In the steady state case to .....,..hich the system eventually evolves, the 
presence of the wave effectively destabilizes the ~ystem so that both wave 
and turbulence can gc.in energy from the background wind and temperature 
fields in the boundary layer. Hence, the present authors must abandon 
their earlier, somewhat naive view that the flow of kinetic energy was from 
the background state at the critical l~vel into the wave, and th~nce by 
a ---.. ·ressure transport, -ax-pu~, 
3 
i ·.to t'1P · undary layEr where the lost 
energy to the turbulence and the background wind and temperature fields. 
The turbulence in turn would lose energy to dissipation, but ~as maintained 
by the flow of energy from the wave (Finnigan and Einaudi 1981). This 
picture, which was a reasonable description of the near neutral case th e y 
presented then, is obviously not in agreement with the more extensive bodv 
of data on stable boundary layers we now have and in the foll o ~ing 
paragraphs ..... e shall attempt to replace it with a different, heuristic 
model. Much of what we shall say is based upon the detailed examinati o 11 of 
the evolution of velocity component variance budgets through a wave cycle, 
.... ·hich is contained in Finnigan et al. (1984). 
In all of the cases we have studied, including the present one, the 
component i 33 a~ 3 ;ax 3 , that represents the direct flow of wave kinetic 
energy into u, 2 3 , is negligible. This means that almost all of the \.:ave 
energy lost to turbulence through the rijo~i/oxj interaction term goes i~to 
horizontal turbule~ce fluctuations, u' 2 and u'2. This horizontal turb~lent 
kinetic energy (tke) 
1 2 
is then transformed to u' 2 
3 
by pressure-strain 
In steady state, simple shear flows this energy 
conversion process is continuous, but in the presence of a wave causing 
periodic changes in stratification, significant transfer of energy to u' 1 
only o c curs 1. .. :hen the stratificatio~ is at a minimum. · ..:e can explain t~. is 
by noting that pressure-strain transfer is an essentiallv three-dimensional 
interaction. In a stratified fluid we can place an upper limit, L...,., on the 
scale of vertical motion defined as Lw(t) - <u' 7 >~/<n>, <n> being the phase 
3 
average of the instantaneous Brunt-Vaisala frequency (Finnigan et al. 
1984) . The smaller <n> is, the greater the range of eddies that ca;a be 
three-dimensional and acquire vertical kinetic energy at the expense of 
horizontal. 
Altough we have not calculated the pressure-strain term directly, 
theoretical support for t 11is picture is provided by the rapid- istortio~• 
calculations c.f a stra~. i - ~d shP.a - flow by Hunt et al. ( and ::h· 
direct nwnerical simulations of Riley and Metcalf ), while experimental 
support can be found in Finnigan et al. (1984). 
The vertical flux of heat, which is catfsed locally by turbulent mixing 
across the ·local temperature gradient, therefore, oscillates through a wave 
cycle, reaching a maximum when n 2 (t) is a minimum and <u
3
2 > at a maximum. 
In other words, the redistribution or smocthing out of the local 
temperature gradient is maximal at a particular phase of the ~ave. 
This has immediate consequences of interest to our argument: firs~l y , c.n 
initial distrib~tion of sinusoidal temperature waves rapidly acquires 
higher harmonic or "nonlinear" content; secondly, r 
3
e, the 1.-::adi.ng 
component of rj (I the wave period fluctua':ion in turbulent heat: flux I is 
well correlated with the distorted e. Th i r d l y , the on s e t o f non 1 in e a r i tv 
in e produces attendant nonlinearity in ~3 because of the presence of the 
buoyant acceleration term gR/T 
0 
in the vertical corriponent of the :-:-. or..ent~ 
equation (11). 
The end result is to produce significant nonlinear interaction bet~een u 3 
and e ~ith the consequences we have already noted, particularly the 
countergradient heat flux and positive buoyant production of ,.:ave and 
turbulence kinetic energy. The essential role of the coupling bet\...' een 
oscillating turbulent heat flux and nonlinear ternperatu~e ~ave can be seen 
in the vital contribution that the term directly representing this, 
- a - -
8-.-rj (I• makes both in the (P budget of the present case · and in the 
OXj 
nonstationary case of Finnigan et al. (1984). The in i t i a 1 prod u c t ion of 
horizontal tke from the shear is equally important since ~ithout this there 
is no vertical turbulence, hence our interest in the phase relationships of 
- au· the elements of the r· .:::.::.,l terms considered as a ,._.hole. 1 Jdxj 
The energetics we have described rely on two essential ingredients, both 
provided by the gravity wave: 
l. Nonstationarity - This allows the product. io•) of u' 2 and u' 2 to decouple 
1 '1 
-
fro:n .. and allo"-'S nonlinearity to grow in ; 1 
mixing of temperature at one phase of the wave. 
2. Nonlocality - The final u 3 and 0 "''ave forms are a combination of the 
linear solution, a function of the state of the whole boundary layer and 
the troposphere above, and the local modifying effects of turbulence. 
The data we have presented in this and previous paper differ 
substantially from ~hat is observed in stable boundary layers when ~aves 
are not present, but the boundary layer is stationary and horizontally 
homogeneous. One of the best documented set of such data is that pu~lished 
by Nieuwstadt (1984). In order to allo~ continuous generatio~ of 
turbulence, the gradient Richardson number must be less tha~ 0.25 acco~ci1;g 
to the cLassical inviscid treatment of Miles and Ho-....·ard (1961) altnout;h 
various theoretical turbulence closure models ~evie~ed by Nieu~stadt 
suggest Ri ~ 0.22 as a limiting value. :Kieuwstadt's data also lack the 
extreme variability \Jith height that is often observed in high Ric:--.ardson 
nlli~ber, wave perturbed cases. See for exa~ple the acoustic sou~der 
facsimiles reported by Gossard et al. (1984), the data of Li et al . 
and the cases by the present authors discussed above. 
In these cases, the spacing of the layers of strong acoustic return or 
the vertical "periodicity" of turbulence moments and budgets is usually 
similar to the vertical "'avelength of the "eddy visco.sity \.:ave" t:-oat is 
needed to satisfy the rio-slip condition at the surface, Jones and Hooke 
) . Of course we kno"' that such a model is vastly oversimplified, but its 
length scale, a few tens of meters, is indicative of the scale of vertical 
variability we may expect. 
An important consequence of this difference is that, while Nieuwstadt was 
able to propose and verify local similarity scaling for his stable 
turbulent layer based upon a local analogue of the Mo~in-Obukhov length, 
the prospects for finding an equivalent scaling for wave driven turbulence 
are more remote. The minimum that would be required is knowledge of a f.~., 
critical w, :e paramet('rs as well :, s the kind of l .:.cal information us r ~c 
Nieuwstadt's scheme. These wave parameters might include the height of the 
critical level, the amplitude of wave and temperature fluctuations there 
and the wave period. The horizontal ~avelength of the disturbance is 
probably less important because it is usually so much larger than the depth 
of the boundary layer that the wave may be considered as providing a 
pe~iodic shear and n 2 . Of more value, but not usually available, would be 
the vertical wavelength of the eddy viscosity wave . \..7e hope to conside r 
these points . at appropriate length in another publication . 
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Period T 
( s) 
Growth rate ~i 
(s-,) 
Phase speed 
(m/s) 
Azimuth 
(degrees from 
i\orth) 
Horizontal 
wave 1 eng th ( YJT\) 
Peak to Peak 
(Jib) 
TABLE 1 
Event I 
1040-1140 MST 20 Dec. 1984 
Measured 
427 + 10 
10 . 7 
270 
4.6 
88 
Calculated 
427 
(assumed) 
9.5 
270 
(assumed) 
4.1 
88 
(assumed) 
Event II 
1040-1140 MST 2 Jan. 1985 
Measured 
427 + 10 
7 
330 
3 
180 
Calculated 
427 
(assumed) 
5 . 7 
330 
(a. s s U..'112 d) 
4.6 
180 
(asstL!led) 
Figure Captions 
l. (a) Location map for the BAO 
2. 
3. 
(b) Mi·crobarograph deployment at the BAO. 
(a) Time series of pressure from the eight microbarographs for the 
period 10.40- 11.40 MST on December 20, 1984 (Event I). The 
identification number of the microbarograph (refer to Fig. 1) is 
given at the left. 
(b) Spectrum of rr:icrobarograph 70 plotted in area presen.·ing form. 
The vertical scale is arbitrary. The spectral peak corres?onding 
to the ~ave ~e are studying is identified by an arrow. ~ote that 
these spectra have not been corrected for the high pass filter 
built into the microbarograph so the relative rr.agnitude o: the 
spectral peaks is misleading; ~ost of the varia~ce is associated 
with the marked peak of 427 s period. 
(a) As in Fig. 2a but for event II (Jan 2, 1985). t\ote the lo:1ger 
record length. 
(b) As in Fig. 2b but for tVent II. 
4. Time series of (0 1 + u' 1 ) from each level of the tower during event I. 
The traces are identified by instrumE:nt height_ in metres on the left. 
5. As in Fig. 4 but for (0 2 + u' 2 ). 
6. As in Fig. 4 but for (0
3 
+ u' 
3
). 
X 
7. As in Fig. 4 but for (B + 8'). 
8 . (a) Monostatic Acoustic sounder facsimile record for Event I. 
(b) As in Fig. 8a but for event 11. 
9. (a) Measured and fitted profiles of background wind vs (x :_l ); 
figure: Ra.-.:i ns on de data fitted profile '..l.S e d f o r s:::ability 
a...-J.;.lysis Inset: subscript t refers to values measured 
on BAO tower. Fitted profile 
(b) As in (c) but for backgrou~d temperature T
0
. 
(c) As in (a) but for Richardson Kumber. 
10. Comp.:irison of linear solution and the amplitude of .. the ft.:....-Jcamental 
Fourier co~ponent of the phase averaged data. linear solution; 
-- , data.. 
11. Comparison of the linear solution and the phase of the fu...-Jdamental 
Fourier corr.ponent of the phase averaged data. The phase angles are 
plotted relo.tive to the pressure at the ground, i . e. tf. is 0° . 
(a) 0 ~ 1 analytic solution; A , ~ 2 ana 1 y tic so 1 uti on : 
measurement; --- tCi ' L2 
measurement. 
(b) Ar.? 3 analytic solution; C, ~ analytic solution; 
measurement; l! measurement. 
.,.. r; 
13 .. (a) Vertical profiles of the amplitudes ·of the fundamental Fourier 
components of r,,, r22 and r33" 
(b) As for 13a but for r
13 
and r
23
. 
1~. (a) Vertical profiles of turbulent normal stress. 
(b) Vertical profiles of turbulent shear stress. 
15. Vertical profile of wave heat flux. 
16. Vertical profile of the amplitude of the fundamental Fourier corr.ponent 
17. Vertical profile of the turbulent heat flux. 
18. The terms of the wave kinetic energy budget for I (Equ. ~G) plotted as 
a function of height. Gain terms are positive, loss cer~s negative. 
19. (a) 
ou· 
-0·0· ~1 J dx · J 
u·u·u· 
l l J 
Polar plot of ~,.,.,, 
3
, 
residual 
the phase difference between t 1., 
~ 0 
and 
(aa,;ax
3
) 0 . Data points represent averages over the first 40 mins 
and second 40 mins of the 1 hour period. The plotted line is the 
average of these values. 
(b) As in (a) but for ~ ~ 3 • 
20. Comparison of the residual term in the wave energy budget (Fig. 18) and 
a 
the pressure transport term - ~ p0 3 computed by combining p from thP. 
3 
linear solution ~ith measured 0
3
. 
21. ~ave kinetic energy budget for event II; 
residual is not plotted. 
22. Wave heat flux budget (eauation 18). 
ox 3 
- --- f__ 02·, , T 
0 
residual; 
linear model p and measured e.) 
legend as in Fig. 18. 
ap-- ·e dx
3 
(calculated 
23. The budget of ~ave temperature variance ~2 (equ. 19). 
residual. 
a - :a2 
---.;-- U3r: 
ox 3 
24. The t~rbulent kinetic energy budget (eqn. 17) fer case I . 
-u'u' 
i j 
a , , , 
~ u.u.u. 
oxj 1 1 J 
residual. 
aa-
- i'ij a? ; 
J 
R'u' 
3 
viscous dissipation 
The 
using 
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